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To build a node
N
eurons rely on different structures to ignite nerve impulses and to 
propel them along the axon. Dzhashiashvili et al. show on page 
857 that these structures develop in distinct ways. One structure 
depends on internal signals, whereas the other receives guidance from 
glial cells that wrap the axon in a myelin sheath.
The two types of structures, axon initial segments (AISs) and nodes 
of Ranvier, are molecularly similar, carrying current-producing sodium 
channels, the adhesion molecule neurofascin186 (NF186), and the actin–
membrane linker ankyrin G. AISs touch off an action potential, whereas 
the nodes relay it along the axon. Evidence suggested that the two struc-
tures formed differently, but researchers didn’t know the details.
To determine how NF186 gets into place, the researchers created 
composites that contained part of this protein and part of ICAM1, an 
immune molecule that neurons don’t make. The composite accumulated in 
AISs only if it contained the intracellular part of NF186. The results for 
nodes were the opposite—the hybrid proteins built up only if they sported 
the extracellular part of NF186. That ﬁ  nd-
ing suggests that the neighboring Schwann 
cells direct NF186 into nodes.
The researchers also showed that 
Ankyrin G is essential for both structures 
but congregates differently. It concen-
trates in AISs before drawing in NF186. 
However, NF186 is essential before 
nodes can attract ankyrin G. The results 
indicate that AISs are built from inside 
out, and nodes from outside in. 
Coilin to the 
centromere’s rescue
B
efore they advance through mitosis, 
cells carefully check for damage to 
their DNA and to the spindle that helps 
divvy up the chromosomes. During interphase, 
cells also monitor the centromeres that will 
be necessary for chromosomes to separate, 
as Morency et al. show on page 757. The 
researchers identify a crew of proteins that 
hurries to marred centromeres.
Centromeres provide anchorage for 
kinetochores, which latch onto the spindle 
ﬁ  bers that pull the chromosomes apart. Cells 
halt mitosis if kinetochores are defective. But 
scientists didn’t know whether cells also kept 
track of centromere integrity.
Morency et al. had previously observed 
that centromeres are subject to attack by the 
herpes simplex virus, which spurs cells to 
demolish the centromere proteins CENP-A, 
CENP-B, and CENP-C. The researchers have 
now identiﬁ   ed a novel cell response to this 
destruction during interphase. Three proteins—
coilin, ﬁ  brillarin, and SMN—clustered at the 
battered centromeres. Depleting any of the 
three CENP proteins with siRNA lured coilin 
to the centromeres. But ﬁ   brillarin and SMN 
remained aloof. That difference suggests that 
these two proteins respond to more severe 
damage than does coilin.
Coilin, ﬁ   brillarin, and SMN don’t ap-
pear to replace the missing CENPs, and their 
function at the centromeres remains a mys-
tery. The proteins are also found in bodies 
where small RNAs mature, so perhaps they 
deliver these RNAs to centrosomes to trigger 
repair. Whether centromere damage naturally 
occurs often enough to hamper cells is uncer-
tain, but it could result from any stress that 
injures the DNA or chromatin. 
Closing the connexin connection
U
nlike preschoolers, cells are good about sharing. They swap ions, 
nutrients, and other molecules via membrane channels called gap 
junctions. But on page 881, van Zeijl et al. show that local loss of 
a phospholipid permits cells to become selfi  sh and shut the channels.
Open gap junctions are crucial for heart contraction, wound repair, and 
other functions. But cells can temporarily shut the channels—when injured, 
for instance—and cancer cells can shut them permanently. G protein–coupled 
receptors close these portals, which are often made from the protein connexin43. 
But how that closure happens was unclear.
G protein–coupled receptors latch onto the enzyme PLCβ, which in turn 
slices up the membrane phospholipid PIP2. The researchers found that blocking 
PLCβ or cranking up PIP2 production kept the channels open, suggesting that 
PIP2’s digestion helped close them. To confi  rm the conclusion, van Zeijl et al. 
used a two-part, PIP2-cutting enzyme that assembles on the membrane only 
after a dose of the drug rapamycin. Adding the compound shut gap junctions.
How PIP2 infl  uences channels was initially mysterious, as it did not attach 
to connexin43. But the group discovered that PLCβ hooked onto the protein 
ZO-1, which does link to connexin43. The results suggest a mechanism in 
which ZO-1 positions PLCβ so that it can chop up PIP2 near connexin43. 
The next step remains unclear. Presumably, PIP2 breakdown stimulates a 
protein that nudges the junction closed, but its identity is unknown. 
Coilin (green) gloms onto damaged centromeres (red).
Ankyrin G (red) clusters at the 
axon initial segment of a neuron.